Graphic Design and Web Programming (Freelance/Part Time $30-$35 an hour)

I am looking for a responsible student who is comfortable with most if not all of the following: Adobe Creative Suite (including Acrobat DC, InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator and Dreamweaver), MySQL, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, server and website management, Microsoft Office (including Outlook setup and OneDrive setup and management) and the basics of Windows OS administration.

I need graphic design work, but also back end computer programming and managing of the website, and assistance with email marketing blast.

Meeting Bible Heroes Publishing is a small publishing company (writer/publisher) of children’s faith based picture books. The first book in the series can be viewed online. Additional work may include if interested setting up the next book for publishing.

Please address all inquiries for work with your current experience and a few samples of your work.

Thanks!

Robert Chasin
robert@meetingbibleheroes.com
www.meetingbibleheroes.com
(323) 206-6757